Dear Adnan Gutub,

I am happy to inform you that your paper [Paper id: 48, Title: Subthreshold SRAM Designs for Cryptography Security Computations] got conditional acceptance for ICSECS2011 [http://www.sdiwc.net/my]. Below are the reviewing reports. Could you please kindly do all the reviewing comments, and then re-send us your paper one more time (through email only). Once we get it, we will do another round of reviewing which takes at most 10 days.

We will be waiting the new version of your paper. Please note that once we receive it and approve it, we will issue the official acceptance letter.

If you have any question, please email us. THANK YOU.

Note:
- We hope to get the new version by March 15.

Sincerely yours,
Natalie Walker

******************************************************************************

O.K but doing the following if possible?
Must take into account the order of the references and be in sequence, according to Appear and must be 1, 2, 3 and so on.
you must doing the proof reading
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